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Abstract

Small cell mesh wireless systems capable of high data rates seem likely to
play a key role in the new proposed IEEE802.11ad based 5G networks. Key
to these architectures will be antennas that can both support very wide
bandwidths and at the same time deliver high gain performance whilst
maintaining omnidirectional characteristics. Such attributes are often
considered to be mutually exclusive or require steerable array techniques
to accomplish. This design satisfies these requirements in a single device
with a gain of 13dBi over a frequency range between 57GHz and 64GHz.
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The structure consists of two conductive cone like
structures mounted in a reciprocal configuration. At
the centre of each cone is a flat section that forms a
half wavelength waveguide section, enabling a
quarter wavelength launch in all directions.
Positioned centrally in the lower of these flat sections
is a quarter wavelength monopole constructed
around a section of Huber and Suhner SR 86 semi
rigid coaxial cable.

Shown opposite is  a surface current plot indicating 
launch from the monopole feed and propagation 
from the waveguide section along the horn. Shown 
here is the top face in the top section for clarity. This 
behavior is also reciprocated on the bottom face of 
the horn structure.

Antenna Structure
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Predicted S11 Plots
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Omnidirectional Radiation patterns
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Conclusions
 With the inevitable rise in demand for high capacity wireless data transmission mesh cell

architectures seem likely to dominate future network planning.

 Often featuring intelligent antenna deployments to direct traffic these meshed networks will
place very high demands on associated antenna designs.

 To accommodate this current antenna systems rely heavily on MIMO and phased array
techniques.

 The device proposed here uses an alternative approach with elements drawn from bi-conical
and horn antenna designs that inherently address these issues without the need for complex
electronics and algorithms. This “hybrid” approach has resulted in a design that exhibits a gain
of 13dBi over 360 degrees by developing a disc like radiation pattern without a frequency
dependent dispersive squint.

 Empirical device refinement produced a predicted S11 return loss better than -15dB across
the required range with an associated VSWR being lower than 1.4. Input impedance of the
antenna was also shown to provide an adequate match between 57GHz and 64GHz.
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